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McHenry Jan 2021 Seminar Final Exam 

Instructor Brian McHenry Name  

 Seminar Date Jan 6-8, 2021 Date  

For the following statements please indicate whether True(T)  or False(F).  Following the T/F questions are some 
questions requiring a written response. Please initial each page in bottom right corner. 

Then email to mchenry@mchenrysoftware.com or fax to 919-573-0910 

Thank you for participating in the Jan 2021 McHenry Seminar! 
 

1. _____ Simulation is the only way to accurately perform a crash reconstruction. 

2. _____ Simulation should be used to test and refine a crash reconstruction. 

3. _____ When vehicles crash it is nearly instantaneous (less than 0.001 sec) 

4. _____ When vehicles crash is takes between 50 and 200 milliseconds, or more, to occur. 

5. _____ A vehicle crash is an instantaneous exchange of momentum. 

6. _____ Momentum solution procedures assume an instantaneous exchange of momentum during 
a crash. 

7. _____ To calculate the moment of Inertia of a vehicle in Yaw, a thin rod approximation is good. 

8. _____ ABS brake systems allow vehicles to continue steering when applying full braking. 

9. _____ ABS brake systems produce braking which generally can exceed the level of available 
nominal friction. 

10. ____ If the rear wheels of a vehicle lock when at highway speed it will most likely spin around. 

11. ____ The saying that “a lock end will lead” is false. 

12. ____ The Static Margin is a characteristic of the general response type of a vehicle to steering. 

13. ____ Most vehicles have an understeer static margin. 

14. ____ Vehicles that have a negative static margin are considered to exhibit oversteer 
characteristics. 

15. ____ To calculate the static margin you need the vehicle weight distribution. 
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16. ____ To calculate the static margin you need the cornering stiffness of the front and rear tires. 

17. ____ To approximate the small angle cornering stiffness for SMAC an initial approximation of 
16% of the static weight is used. 

18. ____ Truck tires exhibit small angle cornering stiffness of approximately 600-720 lbs/deg. 

19. ____ Truck tires have less effective friction capabilities than car tires for a given nominal friction. 

20. ____ When you replace two tires on a vehicle you should put them on the front. 

21. ____ The slip angle is the difference between the heading angle and the direction of motion. 

22. ____ The most important aspect of a crash reconstruction is the simulation program you choose 
and use. 

23. ____ The most important aspect of a crash reconstruction is to assemble and analyze the facts 
of the crash. 

24. ____ As an expert, based on my experience, I should quickly formulate an opinion and then 
stick to it. 

25. ____ As an expert my opinion should be as an advocate for the person that hires me. 

26. ____ As an expert I should always remain an objective scientist and always keep an open 
mind. 

27. ____ The closing speed is a good indication of the severity of a collision. 

28. ____ The impact speed change is a good indication of the severity of a collision. 

29. ____ Damage analysis crash reconstruction methods calculate the total impact speed change 
in a crash. 

30. ____ Damage analysis crash reconstruction methods calculate the impact speed change to the 
point of a common velocity in a crash. 

31. ____ For damage analysis results using a cloud scanner to obtain the detailed crush is more 
accurate than simple measurements with a tape and plumb bob. 

32. ____ Restitution in a crash is the spring back of the vehicle structure after the crash. 

33. ____ Restitution acts to reduce the damage while increasing the impact speed change. 

34. ____ A vehicle after a crash displays the residual damage which includes restitution. 

35. ____ Restitution acts to decrease the residual crush while increasing the impact speed change. 
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36. ____ Damage analysis crash reconstruction techniques based on CRASH  include restitution. 

37. ____ Damage analysis is the most accurate reconstruction method. 

38. ____ Damage analysis is a useful tool in crash reconstruction. 

39. ____ The B coefficient for CRASH represents the virtual crush stiffness. 

40. ____ Techniques for crash reconstruction should be constantly evaluated and refined. 

41. ____ There is no ‘best technique’ in crash reconstruction. 

42. ____ The ‘best technique’ in crash reconstruction is to use several techniques to help fully 
understand and evaluate a crash. 

43. ____ EDR data will replace the need for crash reconstruction. 

44. ____ EDR data is a good supplement to a crash reconstruction. 

45. ____ Staying current on research and development of scientific techniques in crash 
reconstruction is a good policy. 

46. ____ Setting aside time for research and development helps improve understanding of crash 
and vehicle dynamics. 

47. ____ The fundamentals of crash reconstruction are based on Newtonian Dynamics. 

48. ____ Scientific progress in the field of crash reconstruction is important. 

49. ____ We should always continually test, evaluate, and refine any and all applied techniques in 
crash reconstruction. 

50. ____ Being an objective scientist and analyst is an important aspect of crash reconstruction. 
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Please write your responses to the following questions in the space provided and show any 
work done to arrive at the answer. 

1. Please list Newton’s three laws of motion 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Please list the equation for the CRASH damage analysis assumed linear form of 
crush resistance which begins F = ? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. A vehicle is travelling at 55 mph and the driver slams on the brakes. How many 
feet does it travel to stop if you assume it has a constant drag factor of .80? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. A vehicle is travelling at 60 mph and the driver slams on the brakes. How long 
does it take to arrive at 30 mph if you assume it has a constant drag factor of .70? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. You have a vehicle travelling at 40 mph you want to back up 0.5 seconds. How 
many feet do you move it back? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 


